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Lucky Ticket 81™ 

Game description 

Enjoy a night in the lights as BF Games invites you on a trip to the theatre. Punch your 

ticket and take your seat; the reels of the new Lucky Ticket 81 slot have arrived. Enjoy a 

show lined up with entertainment in the form of WILD symbols, multipliers and 81 ways 

to win. 
 

Marketing description 

BF Games’ new Lucky Ticket 81 slot has finally arrived on the scene, ready to entertain 

players with a host of fun mechanics, classic symbols and, of course, a bit of theatrical 

spectacle. Enjoy and experience a 4-reel, 3-row video slot with, you guessed it, 81 ways 

to win! 

Draw back the curtains and enjoy the juicy, fruity mayhem which awaits you. BF Games 

has stacked the reels with watermelons, grapes, plums, oranges, lemons, and cherries, 

not to mention the classical seven, Bar and WILD ticket symbol. 

The Lucky Ticket 81 slot gives players the chance to multiply their winnings with WILD 

symbols. For every single WILD in a winning combination, the win is doubled, allowing 

players to rack up impressive tallies on the reels of the Lucky Ticket 81 slot. 

 

Game phrases 

• Juicy rewards await on the Lucky Ticket 81 slot. 

• The Lucky Ticket 81 slot is ripe with rewards. 

• Hand in your ticket and spin the newest reels of BF GAMES. 

• The Lucky Ticket 81 show has begun - take your seat! 
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• Multiply your winnings by finding tickets on the reels of the Lucky Ticket 81 slot. 

• The curtains have been drawn. Enjoy the Lucky Ticket 81 slot and find your ticket 

to multiply your winnings!  

• Juicy reels with juicer rewards? Yes, please. Take a seat at the new Lucky Ticket 

81 slot to enjoy great prizes!  
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